


Texas Fire Ant

Watch your step in Texas, 

those fire ants will give you 

an unforgettable welcome.

*This picture is not real.
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1. antennae - a pair of long, thin feelers on the head of an insect
2. cocoons - covering of silky thread that larvae live in as they 

change and grow
3. colonies - groups of insects of the same kind that live together
4. fungus - one of a large group of plants, such as mushrooms and 

mold, that do not have leaves or flowers
5. larvae - the worm-like forms of very young ants
6. tunnels - long holes underground
7. fastening - attaching or joining together
8. tending - caring for
9. munching - chewing noisily
10.parasol - an umbrella used for protection from the sun
11.aphids - tiny insects that suck juices from plants 
12.experts - people (or ants) who know a lot about a certain thing

Ant Vocabulary List



antennae

The ants antennae are 

always in motion as they 

sense objects and food while 

they work.



•Antennae

•Legs





cocoons

Caterpillars live in a cocoon while they transform into a butterfly.





colonies
This hill was made by ants therefore it is 

called an anthill.



fungus

Ants eat fungus all the time.



larvae Baby ants continue to grow 

during the larvae stage.



tunnels



These ants and cocoons look like machines.





Ants are fastening their arms 
and legs as they work 

together to accomplish a task. 

Fastening



Not to worry, the ants 

aren’t eating the 

caterpillar, they are 
simply milking it like a 

dairy farmer milks 

cows. 

The ants are tending
to the caterpillar.

Tending



Ants are seen tending to their 
work in the spring.





Munching

Sugar ants love 

munching on 

sugar products 

like cupcakes, 

cookies, suckers, 

donuts, etc. –

anything made 

with sugar. 

Hey, that sounds 

like people.



An ant is 
retrieving spider 

eggs for food.



Ants work hard to collect food. They can carry more than 
twenty times their body weight.

Do you think ants ever get 

the munchies and just take 

a few bites for themselves?



parasol

The word parasol

translated from Spanish 

means “for sun.”

Basically it is an umbrella 

used to block the sun.





aphids
Ants and aphids have a symbiotic 

relationship which means they help 

each other. The ant protects and tends

to the aphids and the aphids feed the 

ants.



Experts

Experts who have 
studied ants have 

discovered many 

different types like 
those in this chart 

from West Africa.





There are more than 12,000 

species of ants all over the 

world. 

Some queen ants can live for 

many years and have millions of 

babies! 

When foraging, ants leave a 

pheromone trail so that they 

know where they’ve been. 

forage: To search for food; 

ants will forage for food. 





















Ants are popular in 

movies and cartoons.





Ants leave trails everywhere 
they go – and they are always 

on the go.



English Words

1. antennae
2. cocoons

3. colonies

4. fungus 
5. larvae

6. tunnels
7. fastening

8. tending

9. munching
10.experts

11.parasol 
12.aphids 

1. antena
2. capullo

3. colonias

4. hongo 
5. larva

6. túneles
7. sujetar

8. cuidar

9. mascar
10. expertos

11. sombrilla 
12. áfido
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